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1 Introduction
Formosa Chemicals and Fiber Corporation (FCFC) is a subsidiary of Formosa Plastics Group. With
eight divisions, annual revenue of US$ 10+ billion, and 23,000+ employees, FCFC is one of the world's
largest manufacturers specializing in chemicals, petrochemicals, plastic, fiber, and textile raw materials.
At the plant in this case study, ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) is the main product. It is a common thermoplastic polymer, providing favorable mechanical properties such as impact resistance,
toughness, and rigidity compared to other common polymers. ABS is derived from acrylonitrile (AN),
butadiene (BD), and styrene (SM).

Figure 1 ABS resin production process.
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2 Conclusion and summary
Two vertical reciprocal compressors, A and B, transfer butadiene gas to further processing. Malfunctioning equipment will cause ABS production problems, affecting the price and quality. Furthermore,
it may lead to industrial safety incidents with severe consequences since butadiene is highly flammable and hazardous to health.
In this case, butadiene compressor B shut down during running. After the power returned, compressor B would not start, so the customer changed to compressor A to continue the processing. The
controller on-site saw smoke and could smell something burning.
The shock pulse and vibration (Vel, Rms) measuring results did not reach the set alarm levels when
compressor B started to smoke. Therefore, the customer asked us to find a way to solve this problem
to accomplish the goal of early failure warning. Since there was a significant increase in the Kurtosis
level, we recommended they add an alarm for this condition parameter (which shows the presence
of transients caused by shocks in the vibration signal), based on the situation at hand.

Table 1 Alarm limits and measuring results.
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3 Application description
Reciprocating compressors pull vapor into a cylinder through a suction valve by drawing back a piston
to create a low-pressure area in the cylinder. They pressurize the gas by pushing the piston back up
into the cylinder to squeeze the gas out through the discharge valve.

Figure 2 Overview of the compressor unit.

As a kind of reciprocating compressor, the shock pulse and vibration signals will fluctuate in the
Graphical evaluation in the Condmaster software, because of frequent starting and stopping. Comparison with similar machines and watching the condition trend is required to ensure signal effectiveness.
In this case, compressor B shut down on October 29th when running and there was smoke on the site.
It is a kind of belt drive compressor, with a crankshaft between the input and output sides. There are
journal bearings and angular contact ball bearings in the compressor.
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Figure 3 Operational principle of the reciprocating compressor.

4 System setup
4.1

Measuring equipment

We set four measuring points on the component; two on the drive and non-drive sides of the motor,
and two on the input and output sides of the shaft, respectively. We chose DuoTech accelerometers
with the eight-channel Intellinova Compact system and the Condmaster Ruby 2020.3.6 software.
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Figure 4 Measuring point locations.

Measuring point locations

4.2

Measuring technique(s)

LR/HR HD and vibration measurement are used in this case.

4.3

Condmaster setup

Table 2 Settings for LR/HR HD.

Number of orders
Lines of resolution
Symptom Enhancement Factor
Measurement interval
LR, Upper alarm limit
LR, Upper alert limit
Alarm delay

50
1600
3
5 minutes
49
39
3
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Image 1 Measuring assignment setup for LR/HR HD.

Table 3 Settings for vibration measurement.

Frequency range
Lines of resolution
Averaging
Kurtosis, Upper alarm limit
Kurtosis, Upper alert limit
Alarm delay
Vel RMS, Upper alarm limit (referring to ISO 10816-3)
Vel RMS, Upper alert limit (referring to ISO 10816-3)

10-100 Hz
1600
4
16
8
3
7.1
4.5

Image 2 Measuring assignment setup for vibration measurement.
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Image 3 Measuring assignment setup for vibration measurement.

If there is rubbing due to carbon residue that might cause machine failure, the Kurtosis value will
increase more rapidly than the RMS amplitude of velocity. Therefore, we set Kurtosis as the primary
alarm of vibration, with delays to reduce false alarms.
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5 Case descriptions
5.1

Main failure mode measurement – vibration (Kurtosis)

Below are LR/HR HD and Vel, Rms graphics of the #3 and #4 measuring points on compressor B.
None of the graphics show any increase in the measured shock pulse levels. Therefore, it was difficult
to detect the compressor failure.
Image 4 LR/HR HD on the drive and non-drive sides of the compressor.

Image 5 Vibration (Vel, Rms) on the drive and non-drive sides of the compressor.
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As for the Kurtosis signal, the results of measuring points #3 and #4 were clearly rising. For measuring
point #3, shock pulse levels were at 6.7 on May 31st, reaching 10.4 on October 29th. The failure development time is about five months. For measuring point #4, readings reached the alarm limit earlier
than #3.
Image 6 The Kurtosis condition parameter showed rising shock pulse levels .

Comparing the Kurtosis symptom distribution on compressors A and B, the readings on the latter are
significantly higher. In addition, more results on compressor B reached the alarm limit.
Image 7 Comparison of symptom distribution between compressors A and B.
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During maintenance, the customer found a build-up of carbon residue around the piston rod, which
was the cause of the smoke. In a normal, healthy machine, the shaft should be clean, without any
residue. It confirmed the theory that a high Kurtosis signal was an indication of the rubbing of residues.
Image 8 Carbon residue on the piston rods.
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5.2

Other techniques

In this case, even though the LR/HR HD measurements did not raise an alarm, this technique did in
fact show the movement pattern of the compressor.
LR/HR HD did not show increasing shock pulse levels while the machine failure was developing. However, it showed the movement of the reciprocating compressor. Since there is a crankshaft in the
compressor, it will cause the delta value (LR minus HR) to be higher than on the other machine. As
for the circular plot, there is a higher signal in the middle as a normal condition, which could be
interpreted as the crankshaft. As a consequence, the two sides of the circular plot should be symmetrical. Otherwise, it shows the force of the opposite is not even and may cause the abnormal machine
behavior. Furthermore, if there are sharp irregularities in the circular plot pattern, as in the one on
the right, it indicates that the compressor is not running smoothly.

Figure 5 A well-functioning compressor should show a diagonal movement pattern in the circular plot.

Measuring point #3
Circular plot

Measuring point #4
Circular plot

Abnormal plot

Figure 6 Basic principle of the compressor and its valves.
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